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Jungs Answer To Job A

Answer to Job (German: Antwort auf Hiob) is a 1952 book by Carl Gustav Jung that addresses the moral, mythological, and psychological implications of the Book of Job. It was first published in English in 1954.

Answer to Job - Wikipedia

In Answer to Job, Jung examines God's malevolent side (or, in Jungian terminology, His shadow), with the book of Job as a launching point. This is a sophisticated and quite complex book. I can't even imagine trying to read it if I hadn't been actively grappling with some of his concepts already, having just read Modern Man In Search of a Soul.

Answer to Job: (From Vol. 11 of the Collected Works of C ...

“Answer to Job” is a very controversial book, but Carl Jung says the cold, hard truths about God and evil. There is a major contradiction within God, a shadow side to God. The book is a quick read but it is very dense and insightful. “Answer to Job” is my first Carl Jung book, I am looking forward to reading more of Jung.

Answer to Job by C.G. Jung

Answer to Job was first published in 1952 in German and was included in Jung’s “Collected Works”, as part of volume 11. It was published in English in 1954. It is regarded as one of Jung’s most controversial works. In Answer to Job, Jung demonstrates his in-depth knowledge of the Bible; however, what makes the book remarkable is the fact that it is a personal and authentic exposition ...

Answer to Job, by C. G. Jung: book synopsis - Appliedjung

Jung’s Answer to Job: A Commentary By Paul Bishop Hove and New York: Brunner-Routledge Publication date: 2002 227 pages Paper ISBN 1583912401. One of the achievements of this remarkable and scholarly book is to illuminate Jung’s entire opus though its comprehensive attention to one of the most striking and distinctive of the Collected Works. Paul Bishop’s commentary is a beautifully ...

Jung s Answer to Job: A Commentary - cgjungpage.org

(C. G. Jung, Answer to Job) I It is now more than half a century since C. G. Jung wrote Answer to Job (Jung, 1952), to my mind one of the most important spiritual texts of the twentieth cen-tury. That book was nothing less than a psychological study of the history of God over the last twenty-five hundred years. Less spectacularly considered, Jung

C. G. Jung’s Answer To Job: A Half Century Later

Jung’s writing in Answer to Job is a personal process, and in part a dialogue, even an active imagination, with God (via Job). Jung seems to identify with Job’s plight, and perhaps with Job’s presumably unconscious resentment, which must go unexpressed before God’s omnipotence.

Answer to Job Revisited : Jung on the Problem of Evil

Answer to Job: (From Vol. 11 of the Collected Works of C. G. Jung) (Jung Extracts) By C. G. Jung
Considered one of Jung's most controversial works, Answer to Job also stands as Jung's most extensive commentary on a biblical text. Here, he confronts the story of the man who challenged God, the man who

**[GET]** Answer to Job: (From Vol. 11 of the Collected Works ...  
Jung answered a number of questions about what he meant in the book, and those answers are published in Volume 18's Concerning "Answer to Job". Paragraph 1498a says this clearly: This is not a "scientific" book but a personal confrontation with the traditional Christian world view, occasioned by the impact of the new dogma of the Assumption.

**Answer to Job - my thoughts. : Jung**  
Dear Professor Jung, 27 February 1953. A year has elapsed since I last wrote to you, and now I feel the time is right to carry out what has long been my intention; namely, to write to you again. The topic I have chosen this time could be called: "Reflection of an Unbeliever on Psychology, Religion, and your Answer to Job."

**Wolfgang Pauli critique of Dr. Jung's "Answer to Job ...  
This is simply another façon de parler for what John called the "wrath of God." 735". — C.G. Jung, Answer to Job: (From Vol. 11 of the Collected Works of C. G. Jung) (New in Paper) 2 likes. Like. "Job is no more than the outward occasion for an inward process of dialectic in God."

**Answer to Job Quotes by C.G. Jung**  
Jung's reasoning for this is that everything comes from God including his "dark son" satan. God also contains omniscience of the outcome that will happen if he lets satan have his way with Job and...

**Answer to Job - Carl Gustav Jung - Google Books**  
Greeted with controversy on its publication, Answer to Job has long been neglected by many serious commentators on Jung. This book offers an intellectual and cultural context for C.G.Jung's 1952 publication. In Jung's Answer to Job: A Commentary, the author argues that such neglect is due to a failure to understand Jung's objectives in this text and offers a new way of reading the work.

**Jung's Answer to Job: A Commentary: Amazon.co.uk: Bishop ...**  
Answer to Job ¶¶600-608 God's Dual Nature Has Been Revealed - Duration: 11:13. Carl Jung Depth Psychology Reading Group 285 views

**Answer to Job ¶568 - Yahweh's Amorality**  
Answer to Job (2nd ed.) (Routledge Classics series) by Jung C.G.. Of all the books of the Bible few have had more resonance for modern readers than the <EM>Book of Job</EM>. For a world that has witnessed great horrors, Job's cries of despair and incomprehension are all too recognizable.

**Answer to Job (2nd ed.) by Jung C.G. (ebook)**  
The Answer of Jesus to Job is G. Campbell Morgan's deeply insightful and flowing commentary of the Biblical Book of Job. This superb commentary is structured similarly to a story, with the events and narrative in the Book of Job examined closely.

**The Answer of Jesus to Job: Campbell, G. Morgan ...**  
Greeted with controversy on its publication, Answer to Job has long been neglected by many serious commentators on Jung. This book offers an intellectual and cultural context for C.G.Jung's 1952 publication.In Jung's Answer to Job: A Commentary, the author argues ...

**Electrical Installation Calculations: Advanced by ...**  
In The Undiscovered Self Jung explains the essence of his teaching for a readership unfamiliar with his ideas. He highlights the importance of individual responsibility and freedom in the context of today's mass society, and argues that individuals must organize themselves as effectively as the organized mass if they are to resist joining it.
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